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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Antiretroviral therapy (ART) has
been associated with weight gain in people liv-
ing with HIV-1 (PLWH); however, limited
research has assessed whether early weight gain
post-ART initiation is associated with metabolic
or cardiovascular outcomes among PLWH at
high risk of weight gain (i.e., female, Black or
Hispanic). This study aimed to evaluate the
incidence of metabolic and cardiovascular out-
comes between PLWH at high risk of weight
gain following an observed C 5% or\ 5%
weight/body mass index (BMI) gain within
6 months following ART initiation.

Methods: A retrospective longitudinal study
using Symphony Health, an ICON plc Com-
pany, IDV� electronic medical records (October
1, 2014–March 31, 2021) identified adult
female, Black, or Hispanic treatment-naı̈ve
PLWH who initiated ART and who had C 1
weight or BMI measurement pre- and within 6
months post-treatment (landmark period).
Inverse probability of treatment weighting was
used to account for differences between PLWH
who experienced C 5% and\ 5% weight/BMI
gain. The time to each outcome was compared
between cohorts using weighted hazard ratios
(HRs) after the landmark period.
Results: Weighted C 5% and\5% cohorts
included 620 and 632 patients, respectively;
baseline characteristics were similar between
the two cohorts (mean age: * 48 years, * 59%
female, * 49% Black, * 17% Hispanic). Dur-
ing a mean 2-year follow-up, PLWH with C 5%
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weight/BMI gain were significantly more likely
to be diagnosed with type 2 diabetes mellitus
(T2DM; HR = 2.19; p = 0.044). There were no
significant differences in the incidence of any
other outcomes between the study cohorts.
Conclusion: Despite a short 2-year follow-up,
female, Black or Hispanic PLWH experienc-
ing C 5% weight/BMI increase within 6 months
following ART initiation had an increased risk
of T2DM, but not other metabolic or cardio-
vascular outcomes, likely due to the short fol-
low-up period. Further research with longer
follow-up and specific ART regimens is war-
ranted to examine the impact of ART-related
weight gain on long-term clinical outcomes.

Keywords: Antiretroviral therapy;
Cardiovascular disease; HIV-1; Metabolic
disease; Observational study; Weight gain

Key Summary Points

Why carry out this study?

Initiation of antiretroviral therapy (ART)
greatly improves HIV-1 outcomes,
transmission and quality of life, but has
also been associated with weight gain,
particularly in female, Black or Hispanic
people living with HIV-1 (PLWH).

This study sought to identify the
association of ART-associated weight gain
(C 5% versus\5% weight/BMI gain
within 6 months post-ART initiation) with
incident metabolic and cardiovascular
outcomes among PLWH at risk of weight
gain.

What was learned from this study?

During a mean 2-year follow-up, PLWH
with C 5% ART-associated weight gain or
BMI increase within 6 months of ART
initiation were significantly and
substantially more likely to be diagnosed
with type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM; HR =
2.19; p = 0.044), but not with other
metabolic or cardiovascular events, likely
due to short follow-up.

These findings provide evidence bridging
the link between ART-associated weight
gain and incident T2DM in PLWH at high
risk of weight gain; further studies with
longer follow-up may help further
elucidate the impact of ART-associated
weight gain on cardiovascular and
metabolic diseases in these patients.

INTRODUCTION

Background/Rationale

HIV-1 is a chronic infectious disease which,
while incurable, can be effectively managed
with the use of antiretroviral therapy (ART).
ART effectively reduces the risk of transmission
[1–5] and improves clinical outcomes [6] and
quality of life [3] in people living with HIV-1
(PLWH). There are several classes of ARTs,
including integrase strand transfer inhibitor
(INSTI)-based, protease inhibitor (PI)-based and
non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor
(NNRTI)-based ART regimens, with the US
Department of Health and Human Services
(DHHS) guidelines currently recommending use
of INSTI-based regimens in most clinical situa-
tions [7].

While all three ART classes are associated
with weight gain in a real-world context to
varying extents, DHHS guidelines as well as
several studies have reported that INSTI-based
regimens are associated with greater weight gain
than PI- or NNRTI-based ART regimens in
treatment-naı̈ve PLWH [7–9]. Prior evidence
also suggest that weight gain has been observed
in the year following initiation of ART [10, 11],
sometimes as early as 3 months after treatment
initiation [9]. ART-related weight gain also does
not affect all PLWH equally, as certain demo-
graphic groups, including female, Black and
Hispanic PLWH, are generally at greater risk of
ART-related weight gain [10, 12, 13], particu-
larly following initiation of INSTI-based regi-
mens [14].

As life expectancy of PLWH increases, other
health outcomes outside of HIV-1 infection are
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becoming more prevalent in this population
[15]. Given the known link between weight gain
and numerous health conditions including
metabolic and cardiovascular outcomes in the
general population [16, 17], it is important to
understand the impact of early ART-related
weight gain on incidence of cardiometabolic
diseases. Furthermore, it is important to con-
textualize this relationship particularly among
PLWH at greater risk of ART-related weight gain,
given that cardiometabolic disorders such as
obesity and diabetes in particular pose a signif-
icant burden to Black and Hispanic populations
regardless of HIV status [18, 19]. In these pop-
ulations, the higher risk of incident diabetes
may be related to diet, lack of access to health
care and other socio-economic determinates of
health, which disproportionally affect Black
and other minority PLWH [20, 21].

There is a growing body of research investi-
gating the impact of ART-associated weight gain
on diseases where weight gain is implicated.
The use of specific ART regimens and resulting
weight gain has been associated with incident
diabetes [12, 22], and certain factors such as HIV
viremia and obesity have been associated with
developing type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM)
[23]. It has also been shown that among PLWH,
Black race or Hispanic ethnicity is a major risk
factor for incident diabetes following ART
treatment [22, 24], though research is sparse on
females. Although HIV-1 infection is associated
with a roughly twofold risk of atherosclerotic
disease [25], there are relatively few studies that
have assessed the risk of metabolic, cardiovas-
cular and cardiometabolic outcomes at a large
scale. In particular, studies that assessed associ-
ation between weight gain and cardiometabolic
outcomes did not focus on the consequences of
early weight gain observed within 6 months
after ART initiation [26]. Therefore, under-
standing the implications of early ART-associ-
ated weight gain on metabolic and
cardiovascular outcomes is critical when
choosing an initial ART regimen for PLWH at
high risk of weight gain.

Objectives

This study aims to compare the incidence of
metabolic (i.e., T2DM, hypertension, lipid dis-
orders, lipodystrophy and metabolic syndrome)
and cardiovascular conditions (i.e., myocardial
infarction, congestive heart failure, coronary
artery disease and stroke/transient ischemic
attack) among PLWH at high risk of weight gain
who experience early weight gain or BMI
increase C 5% within 6 months following ART
initiation compared to those with weight gain
or BMI increase\ 5%.

METHODS

Data Source

Administrative claims and electronic medical
record (EMR) data (October 1, 2014–March
31,2021) from the Symphony Health, an ICON
plc Company, IDV� database were used to
identify the population and all variables of
interest and to conduct the analysis. The IDV�

database links healthcare data for the US pop-
ulation from three basic sources: pharmacy
point-of-service, switch/network transactions
and additional direct prescription, medical and
hospital claims data. This provider-based data
source includes claimant demographics, medi-
cal and procedure claims, as well as historical
clinical information from linked EMR data
capturing diagnoses, medications prescribed
and administered, laboratory results and vital
signs including BMI, height and weight mea-
surements. The data were de-identified and
compliant with the patient information
requirements of the Health Insurance Portabil-
ity and Accountability Act (HIPAA); therefore,
no review by an institutional review board was
required per Title 45 of CFR, Part 46.101(b)[4].

Study Design

A retrospective longitudinal cohort study
design was used for this analysis. Adult female,
Black or Hispanic PLWH who were treatment-
naı̈ve and initiated their first complete DHHS-
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recommended ART regimen were identified in
the EMR (see Supplementary Material Table 1
for a complete list of DHHS-recommended ART
regimens). The date of initiation of the PI, INSTI
or NNRTI agent, which was part of the ART
regimen, was defined as the index date. For
single-tablet regimens (STRs), the index date
was the date of the first prescription of the STR,
and for multiple-tablet regimens (MTRs), the
index date was defined as the date of the first
prescription for the PI, INSTI or NNRTI agent
received as part of a complete ART regimen
containing C 2 nucleoside reverse transcriptase
inhibitors (NRTIs) or as part of an NRTI-sparing
regimen (i.e., dolutegravir ? rilpivirine or
darunavir/cobicistat ? raltegravir), with all
agents being received within 14 days before or
after the index date.

Periods of continuous clinical activity in the
EMR data were defined as the period from the
first to the last interaction within the database.
To ensure all PLWH were treatment naı̈ve, a
12-month baseline period without any PI, INSTI
or NNRTI agents was required prior to the index
date (i.e., washout period). The baseline period
was followed by a 6-month landmark period
where BMI and weight changes from baseline
were assessed to identify the cohorts of interest.
The observation period to evaluate car-
diometabolic outcomes started after the
6-month landmark period and ended at the end
of continuous clinical activity or end of data
availability (i.e., March 31, 2021), whichever
occurred first. The study design is depicted in
Fig. 1.

Study Population and Study Size

Patients were assigned to a cohort based on
whether they had weight gain or BMI increase
C 5% between the baseline period and the
landmark period. The closest weight/BMI mea-
sure prior to the index date was considered as
the baseline weight/BMI. All weight/BMI mea-
sures during the landmark period were consid-
ered to evaluate change in weight/BMI; a
patient with C 1 weight/BMI measurement
during the landmark period indicating a gain
of C 5% was considered part of the C 5%

cohort and patients with all weight/BMI mea-
surements during the landmark period indicat-
ing\ 5% gain were assigned to the\ 5%
cohort. The sample selection is depicted in
Fig. 2.

Adult female (based on sex at birth), Black or
Hispanic PLWH who initiated their first com-
plete DHHS-recommended ART regimen were
eligible to be included in the study if they met
the following study criteria: initiated a PI, INSTI
or NNRTI-based ART regimen, had C 1 diagno-
sis of HIV-1 on or before the index
date, C 12 months of continuous clinical activ-
ity before the index date (baseline
period), C 6 months of continuous clinical
activity after the index date (landmark period)
and C 1 weight measurement in both the
baseline and landmark periods or C 1 BMI
measurement in both the baseline and land-
mark periods (Fig. 2).

PLWH were excluded if they met any of the
following criteria: had C 1 written prescription
for a PI, INSTI or NNRTI agent during the
baseline period or C 1 diagnosis for one of the
following during the baseline period: HIV-2,
liver disease (including cirrhosis and hepatitis),
stage V chronic kidney disease or end-stage
renal disease (or creatinine clearance\15 ml/
min), pregnancy and cancer (excluding cuta-
neous Kaposi’s sarcoma, basal cell carcinoma or
resected, non-invasive cutaneous squamous
carcinoma) (Fig. 2).

Variables

Demographic and clinical characteristics of the
study population were evaluated during the
12-month baseline period, and clinical charac-
teristics were also evaluated during the 6-month
landmark period. Incident metabolic or cardio-
vascular outcomes were evaluated separately
during the observation period. The metabolic
outcomes included T2DM, hypertension, lipid
disorders, lipodystrophy and metabolic syn-
drome. Cardiovascular outcomes included
coronary artery disease, congestive heart failure,
stroke and myocardial infarction. A composite
cardiometabolic outcome encompassing any
one of these conditions was also included (see
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Supplementary Material Table 2 for a list of
diagnosis codes and proxy medication classes
for metabolic and cardiovascular outcomes). To
confirm incident metabolic or cardiovascular
outcomes, C 2 diagnoses using the EMR or
claims data were required during the observa-
tion period. PLWH were eligible for the analysis
of each outcome for which they were at risk
during the observation period (i.e., did not have
the metabolic or cardiovascular condition dur-
ing the baseline or landmark periods). Presence
of the condition during the baseline or land-
mark periods was defined as either C 1 diagno-
sis for the condition in EMR or claims data
or C 1 written prescription for a proxy medica-
tion suggestive of the condition in EMR data
(e.g., antidiabetics for T2DM; Supplementary
Material Table 2). For the composite car-
diometabolic outcomes, the analysis included
all patients; however, only incident conditions
were considered in the composite outcome. In
other words, patients with the presence of a
specific condition during the baseline or land-
mark periods could not develop that same
condition during the observation period, but
they could develop another cardiometabolic
outcome that they did not have during the
baseline or landmark periods.

Statistical Methods

Baseline and landmark demographic and clini-
cal characteristics, the length of the observation
period, the number of PLWH at risk for a given
outcome and the number of incident outcomes
during the observation period (reported sepa-
rately for each outcome) were reported using
means, standard deviations (SDs) and medians
for continuous variables, and frequencies and
proportions for categorical variables. Missing
data were accounted for by reporting propor-
tions among patients with information of a
given variable or by reporting the proportion of
patients with unknown data, where applicable.

To isolate the effect of weight/BMI increase
on the incidence of metabolic or cardiovascular
outcomes and to minimize possible bias due to
confounding variables between the two cohorts,
patients in the C 5% and\5% cohorts were
weighted based on inverse probability of treat-
ment weighting (IPTW). These weights were
based on propensity scores (PS), which were
generated using a logistic regression model in
which the dependent variable was weight/BMI
increase (C 5% or \ 5%) and baseline demo-
graphic and clinical characteristics and index

Fig. 1 Study design. ART antiretroviral therapy, BMI
body mass index, DHHS Department of Health and
Human Services, INSTI integrase strand transfer inhibi-
tor, NNRTI non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibi-
tor, PI protease inhibitor. aBaseline laboratory and

weight/BMI values were obtained from the baseline period
measurement prior to and closest to the index date. bAll
weight/BMI values observed during the landmark period
were assessed to determine whether there was a weight/
BMI gain C 5% relative to the baseline value
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Fig. 2 Identification of the study population. ART an-
tiretroviral therapy, BMI body mass index, CKD chronic
kidney disease, EMR electronic medical records, ESRD

end-stage renal disease, INSTI integrase strand transfer
inhibitor, NNRTI non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase
inhibitor, PI protease inhibitor
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Table 1 Baseline characteristics during the 12-month period prior to the index date

Weighted populationa

Weight/BMI gain ‡ 5%

N = 620

Weight/BMI gain < 5%

N = 632

Standardized

difference (%)b

Demographic characteristics

Age at index date (years), mean ± SD [median] 47.8 ± 13.0 [49.0] 47.8 ± 13.0 [49.0] 0.2

Sex at birth, female, n (%) 372 (59.9) 368 (58.2) 3.5

Race, n (%)

Black 305 (49.2) 312 (49.3) 0.2

Hispanic 101 (16.3) 109 (17.2) 2.6

White 97 (15.6) 95 (15.0) 1.6

Other 4 (0.6) 5 (0.8) 2.6

Unknown 113 (18.3) 111 (17.6) 1.9

US geographic region, n (%)

South 427 (68.9) 435 (68.9) 0.1

Northeast 71 (11.5) 68 (10.8) 2.1

Midwest 65 (10.5) 66 (10.4) 0.4

West 56 (9.1) 61 (9.7) 2.1

Unknown 0 (0.0) 1 (0.2) 6.4

Insurance plan type, n (%)

Insurance plan information available (in claims) 568 (91.6) 577 (91.2) 1.3

Commercial 372 (60.0) 377 (59.6) 0.9

Medicare 97 (15.7) 105 (16.5) 2.3

Medicaid 86 (13.9) 82 (12.9) 2.9

Other 4 (0.6) 4 (0.7) 1.2

Unknown 8 (1.4) 9 (1.5) 0.9

Year of index date, n (%)

2015 39 (6.2) 38 (6.0) 0.9

2016 155 (25.0) 166 (26.2) 2.8

2017 146 (23.6) 150 (23.7) 0.2

2018 122 (19.6) 119 (18.9) 1.9

2019 125 (20.2) 126 (19.9) 0.8

2020 33 (5.4) 34 (5.3) 0.1

Clinical characteristics

Time between HIV-1 disease onset and index date, n (%)

B 12 months 37 (6.0) 35 (5.5) 1.9

[ 12 to B 24 months 28 (4.5) 27 (4.3) 0.8

[ 24 to B 36 months 17 (2.8) 17 (2.7) 0.6

Infect Dis Ther (2022) 11:1883–1899 1889



ART regimen were independent variables used
to predict treatment assignment. The following
baseline variables were included in the PS
model: age, sex, race, geographic region, insur-
ance plan type, year of index date, Quan-
Charlson Comorbidity index (Quan-CCI;

excluding HIV-1 symptoms), weight loss,
weight gain medications, weight loss medica-
tions, antihypertensives, antihyperlipidemics,
antidiabetics, time between HIV-1 onset and
the index date, and use of a PI, INSTI, NNRTI,
tenofovir disoproxil fumarate (TDF) and

Table 1 continued

Weighted populationa

Weight/BMI

gain ‡ 5%N = 620

Weight/BMI

gain < 5%N = 632

Standardized

difference (%)b

[ 36 to B 48 months 17 (2.7) 20 (3.1) 2.1

[ 48 to B 60 months 21 (3.4) 20 (3.2) 1.2

[ 60 months 74 (11.9) 74 (11.7) 0.8

Unknown 426 (68.7) 439 (69.5) 1.7

Quan-CCI (excluding HIV-1 symptoms), mean ± SD [median] 1.1 ± 1.4 [1.0] 1.1 ± 1.6 [0.0] 0.8

Weight loss, n (%) 42 (6.8) 39 (6.2) 2.7

Medications associated with weight gain, n (%) 159 (25.6) 154 (24.3) 2.9

Medications associated with weight loss, n (%) 44 (7.1) 43 (6.8) 1.1

Antihypertensives, n (%) 117 (18.9) 127 (20.1) 3.2

Antihyperlipidemics, n (%) 52 (8.4) 52 (8.3) 0.5

Antidiabetics, n (%) 39 (6.3) 37 (5.8) 2.1

Index regimen characteristics

Patients treated with specific regimens, n (%)

INSTI-based 483 (78.0) 488 (77.1) 2.0

NNRTI-based 123 (19.8) 131 (20.7) 2.1

PI-based 24 (3.9) 25 (3.9) 0.0

NRTI agents

TAF 278 (44.8) 273 (43.2) 3.1

TDF 169 (27.3) 184 (29.1) 4.0

BMI body mass index, CCI Charlson Comorbidity Index, INSTI integrase strand transfer inhibitor, NNRTI non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase

inhibitor, NRTI nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor, PI protease inhibitor, SD standard deviation, TAF tenofovir alafenamide, TDF tenofovir

disoproxil fumarate
aOf note, the number of patients reported in this weighted population represents the sum of weights for the corresponding patients, rounded to the nearest

integer. The proportions displayed were calculated prior to the rounding and may be slightly different than if they were calculated based on rounded

numbers
bFor continuous variables, the standardized difference is calculated by dividing the absolute difference in means of the weight/BMI gain C 5% group and

the weight/BMI gain\ 5% group by the pooled standard deviation of both groups. The pooled standard deviation is the square root of the average of the

squared standard deviations. For categorical variables with two levels, the standardized difference is calculated using the following equation where P is the

respective proportion of participants in each group: (Pweight/BMI gain C5% - Pweight/BMI gain \5%)/H([p1 ? p2]/2), where p1 = Pweight/BMI gain C5% (1 -

Pweight/BMI gain C5%) and p2 = Pweight/BMI gain \5% (1 - Pweight/BMI gain \5%)

1890 Infect Dis Ther (2022) 11:1883–1899



tenofovir alafenamide (TAF) as part of the index
regimen.

IPTW weighting was also carried out for a
subgroup of the study population who had
BMI C 25 kg/m2 during the baseline period. The
following baseline variables were included in
this PS model: age, sex, race, geographic region,
insurance plan type, year of index date, Quan-
Charlson Comorbidity index (excluding HIV-1
symptoms), weight loss, weight gain medica-
tions, weight loss medications and use of a PI,
INSTI, NNRTI, TDF and TAF as part of the index
regimen.

IPTW weights for each patient were esti-
mated as follows: 1/PS for patients in the C 5%
cohort and 1/(1 - PS) for patients in the\ 5%
cohort. Weights were normalized by the mean
weight and trimmed to the 95th percentile.
After weighting, baseline and landmark period
characteristics were compared and standardized
differences of\10% were considered balanced
[27]. While the same number of patients con-
tributed to the analysis, the resulting weighted
sample sizes from this procedure were different
from the original cohort sample sizes attributed
to the fact that each patient was assigned a
different weight after IPTW than the original
sample.

The number of incident events for each
individual metabolic and cardiovascular out-
come was assessed in the overall cohort and the
subgroup of patients with BMI C 25 kg/m2.
Results were reported as the incidence rate per
thousand patient years (PTPY), calculated by
dividing the number of observed incident
events by the total follow-up time available.
Follow-up time was censored at the incident
event, if it was observed. Weighted Cox pro-
portional hazards models were used to generate
hazard ratios (HRs) comparing the time to each
individual incident cardiometabolic outcome
between the C 5% and\ 5% cohort. To
account for the variability in individuals’ IPTW,
95% confidence intervals (CIs) and p-values
were generated using non-parametric bootstrap
procedures with 500 resamples.

RESULTS

Overall, 1252 PLWH at high risk of weight gain
were eligible for inclusion in the study (Fig. 2).
Of these, 366 (29.2%) experienced weight gain
or BMI increase of C 5%, while 886 (70.8%)
experienced weight gain or BMI increase of\
5%. After applying IPTW, weighted sample

sizes were 620 and 632 patients in the C 5%
and\ 5% cohorts, respectively (Table 1). For
the BMI C 25 kg/m2 subgroup, 780 PLWH at
high risk of weight gain were eligible, including
228 patients and 552 patients with weight gain/
BMI increase C 5% and\5%, respectively.
After applying IPTW, weighted sample sizes
were 384 and 396 patients in the C 5% and\
5% cohorts, respectively (Supplementary

Table 3).

Baseline and Landmark Characteristics

Baseline and landmark characteristics for the
weighted cohorts are presented in Table 1. The
mean age was 47.8 (SD = 13.0) years in both
cohorts, with a similar proportion of females
(C 5% cohort: 59.9%;\5% cohort: 58.2%),
Blacks (C 5% cohort: 49.2%;\ 5% cohort:
49.3%) and Hispanics (C 5% cohort:
16.3%;\ 5% cohort: 17.2%) in each cohort.
Most patients resided in the South (68.9% in
both cohorts) and were covered exclusively by
commercial insurance (C 5% cohort:
60.0%;\ 5% cohort: 59.6%). The mean base-
line Quan-CCI score (excluding HIV-1 symp-
toms) was 1.1 in both cohorts. Index regimens
were similar between the cohorts, with most
patients initiating an INSTI-based regimen
(C 5% cohort: 78.0%;\5% cohort: 77.1%).
Nearly half of patients in each cohort initiated a
regimen containing TAF (C 5% cohort:
44.8%;\ 5% cohort: 43.2%). During the base-
line period, a similar number of patients in each
cohort were on medications associated with
weight gain (C 5% cohort: 25.6%;\ 5% cohort:
24.3%). Baseline characteristics were similarly
well balanced for the BMI C 25 kg/m2 subgroup
(Supplementary Table 3).

The most common cardiometabolic comor-
bidities observed during the baseline period
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were hypertension (C 5% cohort: 48.6%;\ 5%
cohort: 44.7%) and lipid disorders (C 5%
cohort: 36.4%;\5% cohort: 32.8%). These
were also the most common comorbidities
observed during the landmark period. The
mean weight during the baseline period, among
patients with a measurement during both
baseline and landmark periods, was 87.3 kg in
the C 5% cohort and 84.5 kg in the\ 5%
cohort. The mean weight change observed
between the baseline value and the highest
measured value during the landmark period
was ? 6.7 kg in the C 5% cohort and –0.1 kg in
the\5% cohort (Table 2).

Incident Cardiometabolic Outcomes

Overall, a mean length of 2.0 (SD ± 1.3) years of
follow-up was observed in both cohorts. Evalu-
ation of the associations between weight/BMI
gain of C 5% or\5% and incidence of each
metabolic and cardiovascular outcome of
interest are presented in Fig. 3.

PLWH in the C 5% cohort were substantially
and significantly more likely to experience
incident T2DM (HR = 2.19; p = 0.044) com-
pared to PLWH in the\ 5% cohort; incidence
rates for T2DM were 31.2 events PTPY for the
C 5% cohort and 13.7 events PTPY for the\ 5%
cohort.

Incidence rates for the composite metabolic
outcome were 436.4 PTPY in the C 5% cohort
and 399.8 PTPY in the\5% cohort, although
this result did not attain statistical significance
(HR = 1.09; p = 0.248). There were no signifi-
cant differences in the incidence of other
specific cardiovascular or metabolic outcomes
between the two study cohorts, with HRs rang-
ing from 0.44 (p = 0.220) for congestive heart
failure to 1.07 (p = 0.820) for lipid disorders.
Due to a small number of events in both
cohorts, HRs were not evaluable for metabolic
syndrome and myocardial infarction (Fig. 3). As
presented in Supplementary Fig. 1, results for
the BMI C 25 kg/m2 subgroup were consistent
with overall cohort results but not significant.

Table 2 Weight, BMI and cardiometabolic comorbidities
during the baseline and landmark periods

Weighted populationa

Weight/
BMI
gain ‡ 5%

Weight/
BMI
gain < 5%

N = 620 N = 632

Baseline period

Patients with a BMI

measurementb, n (%)

469 (75.7) 469 (74.3)

BMI (kg/m2), mean ± SD

[median]

30.2 ± 8.0

[28.8]

29.2 ± 6.8

[28.4]

BMI categories (kg/m2),

n (%)

\ 25 142 (30.2) 145 (31.0)

25–29 128 (27.3) 136 (29.0)

30–34 79 (16.8) 95 (20.3)

C 35 121 (25.7) 92 (19.7)

Patients with a weight

measurementb, n (%)

615 (99.2) 626 (99.1)

Weight (kg), mean ± SD

[median]

87.3 ± 27.7

[81.2]

84.5 ± 21.6

[81.2]

Composite cardiometabolic

outcome, n (%)

395 (63.7) 364 (57.6)

Metabolic comorbidities,

n (%)

Type 2 diabetes mellitus 116 (18.7) 125 (19.8)

Hypertension 301 (48.6) 282 (44.7)

Lipid disorders 226 (36.4) 207 (32.8)

Lipodystrophy 3 (0.5) 2 (0.3)

Metabolic syndrome 3 (0.5) 2 (0.3)

Cardiovascular

comorbidities, n (%)

Congestive heart failure 104 (16.7) 121 (19.2)

Coronary artery disease 163 (26.3) 151 (23.9)

Myocardial infarction 125 (20.2) 111 (17.6)

Stroke/ischemic attack 59 (9.6) 33 (5.2)
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DISCUSSION

Key Results

This retrospective, longitudinal study used EMR
and claims data to identify treatment-naı̈ve
PLWH who are at high risk of weight gain (i.e.,
female, Black or Hispanic) and generated well-
balanced cohorts of PLWH who experi-
enced C 5% or\ 5% weight gain or BMI
increase within 6 months following ART initia-
tion. Over a mean follow-up of 2 years, PLWH
who experienced C 5% weight gain or BMI

Table 2 continued

Weighted populationa

Weight/
BMI
gain ‡ 5%

Weight/
BMI
gain < 5%

N = 620 N = 632

Landmark period

Patients with a BMI

measurementc, n (%)

469 (75.7) 469 (74.3)

BMI (kg/m2), mean ± SD

[median]

32.4 ± 7.7

[31.1]

29.1 ± 6.8

[28.3]

BMI categories (kg/m2),

n (%)

\ 25 96 (20.4) 149 (31.7)

25–29 110 (23.5) 134 (28.5)

30–34 97 (20.6) 94 (20.1)

C 35 167 (35.5) 92 (19.7)

Patients with a weight

measurementc, n (%)

615 (99.2) 626 (99.1)

Weight (kg), mean ± SD

[median]

94.0 ± 28.0

[87.5]

84.4 ± 21.8

[81.6]

Composite cardiometabolic

outcome, n (%)

375 (60.4) 344 (54.4)

Metabolic comorbidities,

n (%)

Type 2 diabetes mellitus 128 (20.7) 114 (18.0)

Hypertension 296 (47.7) 270 (42.8)

Lipid disorders 211 (34.0) 184 (29.1)

Lipodystrophy 0 (0.0) 1 (0.2)

Metabolic syndrome 3 (0.4) 0 (0.0)

Cardiovascular

comorbidities, n (%)

Congestive heart failure 107 (17.3) 100 (15.9)

Coronary artery disease 157 (25.4) 134 (21.2)

Myocardial infarction 121 (19.6) 85 (13.4)

Stroke/ischemic attack 47 (7.6) 26 (4.1)

BMI and weight-related changesd

Table 2 continued

Weighted populationa

Weight/
BMI
gain ‡ 5%

Weight/
BMI
gain < 5%

N = 620 N = 632

Change in BMI after the

index date, mean ± SD

[median]

2.2 ± 2.1

[1.9]

0.0 ± 1.2

[0.1]

Change in weight after the

index date, mean ± SD

[median]

6.7 ± 6.9

[5.2]

-0.1 ± 3.3

[0.4]

BMI body mass index, SD standard deviation
aOf note, the number of patients reported in this weighted
population represents the sum of weights for the corre-
sponding patients, rounded to the nearest integer. The
proportions displayed were calculated prior to the round-
ing and may be slightly different than if they were calcu-
lated based on rounded numbers
bEvaluated based on the most recent measurement before
the end of the 12-month pre-index (baseline) period
among patients with a measurement in both the baseline
and 6-month post-index (landmark) period
cEvaluated based on the highest measured value in the
6-month post-index (landmark) period among patients
with a measurement in both the baseline and 6-month
post-index (landmark) period
dEvaluated as the difference between the most recent
baseline weight value and the highest measured value in the
6-month post-index (landmark) period
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increase were more than two times more likely
to be diagnosed with incident T2DM than
PLWH who experienced\5% weight gain or
BMI increase. This is consistent with other
research among treatment-naı̈ve PLWH initiat-
ing ART and provides additional context by
confirming these results in PLWH at high risk of
weight gain.

Interpretation

An increasing large body of literature has
assessed risk factors for T2DM among PLWH
[28, 29]. More specifically, one study has found
that a unit of BMI increase at 1 year was asso-
ciated with an increased risk of T2DM among
PLWH with normal BMI at ART initiation (in-
cidence rate ratio [IRR]: 1.11) [11]. In addition, a
recent study has reported that initiating INSTI-

Fig. 3 Incident cardiometabolic outcomes comparison.
BMI body mass index, CI confidence interval, HR haz-
ard ratio, ICD-9-CM/ICD-10-CM International Classifi-
cation of Diseases, Ninth/Tenth Revision, Clinical
Modification, PLWH people living with HIV-1, PTPY
per thousand patient-years. *Significant at the 5% level.
aOf note, the number of patients reported in this weighted
population represents the sum of weights for the corre-
sponding patients, rounded to the nearest integer. The
proportions displayed were calculated prior to the round-
ing and may be slightly different than if they were

calculated based on rounded numbers. bType 2 diabetes,
hypertension, lipid disorders, lipodystrophy, metabolic
syndrome, coronary artery disease, congestive heart failure,
stroke/transient ischemic attack or myocardial infarction.
cThe incidence of metabolic syndrome may have been
underestimated in the current analysis, as it was identified
solely based on ICD-9-CM/ICD-10-CM codes and
information such as waist circumference was not available.
dIt was not possible to evaluate the hazard ratio for these
outcomes because there were no incident events for at least
one cohort
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based ART regimens, which have been associ-
ated with more weight gain than PI- and
NNRTI-based treatment regimens, was associ-
ated with more incident T2DM diagnoses com-
pared to non-INSTI regimens (HR = 3.27;
p = 0.014) [12]. While the aforementioned
studies have looked specifically at T2DM risk,
many studies have assessed purely ART-associ-
ated weight change. As an example, a recent
study showed that ART was associated with
weight and BMI gain after initiating treatment,
along with a significantly greater mean weight
gain (1.5 kg) in Black female PLWH who initi-
ated an INSTI compared to a PI over a mean
follow-up of 9.5 months [30]. Findings in His-
panic PLWH also trended in the same direction
[30]. The importance of the results of this cur-
rent study is that they bridge the gap between
research like the one just mentioned above,
which is investigating ART and weight gain, by
isolating the impact of ART-associated weight
gain on cardiometabolic outcomes. This pro-
vides findings which can be considered for
female, Black or Hispanic PLWH who are initi-
ating ART, although additional research on the
clinical significance of the early weight gain
after ART initiation is needed.

Another finding of the study is the lack of
statistical significance in the other metabolic
and cardiovascular outcomes of interest in the
overall cohort as well as in the subgroup of
patients with BMI C 25 kg/m2, as low numbers
(i.e.,\10 events per year) were observed for
some metabolic and nearly all cardiovascular
outcomes including coronary artery disease,
congestive heart failure and myocardial infarc-
tion. Prior research evaluating the risk of car-
diovascular outcomes following BMI gain after
ART initiation, over a follow-up period of
5 years post-ART initiation, reported a signifi-
cant increased risk of cardiovascular disease
(IRR: * 1.2), but only among PLWH having
normal BMI pre-ART initiation [11]. This sug-
gests that further studies with a longer follow-
up period would be useful to continue to elu-
cidate the long-term impact of ART-associated
weight gain on the other cardiometabolic out-
comes, particularly cardiovascular outcomes.

An important contribution of this study is
the focus on PLWH at high risk of weight gain

(i.e., female, Black or Hispanic PLWH). Black
race and Hispanic ethnicity are associated with
higher risk for T2DM independent of HIV-1
status, and previous research has demonstrated
that HIV-1 infection is associated with an
increased burden related to diabetes and car-
diovascular disease [22, 25, 31]. Previous studies
have also identified that female, Black or His-
panic PLWH have significantly greater weight
gain when initiating ART [10, 32]. This is
potentially important given the possible inter-
sections of illness with other factors such as
gender identification, diet, socioeconomic sta-
tus, access to healthcare and other social deter-
minants of health [33], not captured by this
study, but which may also influence weight
gain and thus disease risk. The results of this
study suggest that for T2DM, ART-associated
weight gain may be an additional risk factor to
consider when evaluating disease risk. The
results of this study link weight gain within
6 months of ART initiation to incident T2DM in
this patient population, suggesting a need to
consider these outcomes for female, Black or
Hispanic PLWH newly initiating ART.

Limitations

The findings of this study should be interpreted
considering certain limitations. First, the
impact of specific ART classes or regimens on
weight gain and cardiometabolic outcomes was
not assessed and therefore the results do not
necessarily apply equally to all ARTs. In addi-
tion, since the study population included
PLWH at high risk of weight gain who were
treatment-naı̈ve, results may not be generaliz-
able to males or white populations; however we
focused on these populations with the knowl-
edge that most of the existing data include
white males. Second, PLWH, particularly Black
or Hispanic PLWH, can gain weight for reasons
other than ART use; for instance, information
on lifestyle measures, socioeconomic status or
family/social history may have an impact but
were not available in the data. Similarly, labo-
ratory testing data including CD4?/CD8? cell
count measurements, HIV-1 viral load, choles-
terol and lipid panel data were sparse in the data
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and thus were not included in the analysis.
Therefore, the results are demonstrative of
associations and should not be interpreted as
causal. Third, information on waist circumfer-
ence was lacking in the EMR data and thus the
complete impact of ART-related adiposity on
metabolic and cardiovascular outcomes could
not be assessed; this may specifically have
impacted the assessment of metabolic syn-
drome. Fourth, imposing 6 months of clinical
activity after the index date (i.e., landmark
period) may have resulted in survival bias and
the selection of more healthy patients. Fifth,
the definition of treatment-naı̈ve employed in
this study required a 12-month period prior to
ART initiation without any PI, INSTI or NNRTI
use, but this may include some PLWH who had
ART exposure [ 12 months prior and then re-
initiated ART at the index date. Sixth, despite
small imbalances in baseline weight and BMI,
these were not included in the PS model
because they were directly related to the expo-
sure definition of C 5% weight or BMI increase
between the baseline and landmark periods.
Seventh, only information pertaining to sex at
birth was available, and while it was observed
that approximately 1.5% of patients received
hormonal therapy, it was not possible to assess
the impact of weight gain or BMI increase
among transgender PLWH. Lastly, this study
had a relatively short follow-up period, which
may have explained the lack of association with
some of the outcomes. In particular, since car-
diovascular outcomes may develop over longer
periods of time, the short-term follow-up may
have impacted the ability of the study to cap-
ture them. However, the short follow-up period
makes our finding of the association between
weight gain and T2DM even more notable.

CONCLUSION

Despite a short follow-up of 2 years, female,
Black or Hispanic PLWH experiencing C 5%
weight/BMI increase within 6 months following
initiation of ART had more than doubled their
risk of incident T2DM. There were no other
significant differences in metabolic or cardio-
vascular outcomes observed, which is likely due

to the short follow-up period. Further research
with longer follow-up is warranted to examine
the impact of ART-related weight gain on long-
term clinical outcomes among PLWH, but these
data suggest that, at least for T2DM, the impli-
cations of early weight gain after ART initiation
are significant and should not be merely seen as
a positive ‘‘return-to-health’’ phenomenon.
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